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Modern procurement organizations are continually challenged to deliver cost savings  in an effort to 
help the company maintain its profit margins. To do this, procurement must increase its influence both 
over suppliers from whom they source goods and services for the business and over the spending 
activities of the company’s workforce. The latter entails providing tools that help purchasers easily 
find what they need and buy it from an approved supplier so that negotiated savings will be realized. 
Procurement departments are further challenged to manage the company’s source-to-pay cycle 
without growing headcount. The solution: greater investments in technology. 

Fundamentally, it’s about looking at procurement from  two perspectives: how effectively it is providing 
tools that enable employees to purchase wisely and through approved suppliers, and how efficiently 
it is executing the source-to-pay process. This entails effectively finding and evaluating potential 
suppliers, negotiating agreements that ensure greater cost savings, and quickly on-boarding suppliers. 
Then managing requisitions, purchase orders and automating the supplier invoice validation phase to 
take advantage of potential early payment discounts with minimal human intervention.

Modern procurement requires source-to-pay technologies that  run in the cloud and utilize modern 
technologies such as embedded analytics, support for mobile devices and deep embedded social 
collaboration to help people work more effectively together, and streamline processes. In order 
to ensure that your modern procurement solution  supports a modern approach, we’ve outlined 5 
primary tenets of a modern procurement solution that together provide a richer employee experience, 
collaboration that streamlines processes and increase efficiently and insight that guides decisions 
at all phases of the process. Modern procurement solutions must be Strategic, Insight-Driven, 
Collaborative, Ultra-Efficient and In-Control and Compliant.
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Strategic
Procurement is in a unique position to increase its business impact by helping their company hold 
the line on costs.  They do this through more diligent negations with suppliers, providing technology 
that  helps ensure compliant purchasing  throughout the company, and negotiated contact terms are 
enforced throughout the buying cycle.

Procurement’s greatest value to the 
organization comes from identifying 
and  evaluating potential suppliers, 
selecting those that offer the best value 
and negotiating agreements that secure 
the best pricing terms  for the company.  
Technology helps automate the 
procure-to-pay process to reduce time-
consuming administrative tasks and 
enables procurement professionals do 
what they do best. Technology can also 
help sustain procurement’s contribution 
by enforcing disciplined and compliant 
purchasing throughout the company 
to ensure the  pricing procurement 
negotiated is translated into savings and 
improvements in operating margins.
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More and more chief procurement officers 
(CPOs) are seeking global solutions for their 
procure-to-pay processes so they can cut 
costs while saving employees’ time.                                                                      

        -  Forrester Research
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 Insightful
Everyone benefits from better insight. Procurement professionals  and company employees  
need it for better decision-making effectiveness. They benefit significantly from insight 
delivered to them in the context of the work they are performing to make them more effective. 
They also benefit greatly when this insight is delivered to them on mobile devices so they can 
make better decisions anytime and anywhere.

Procurement professionals benefit 
from graphical  award analysis which 
give them the ability to compare 
criteria across multiple supplier 
quotes to help them make the best 
supplier selection that will provide 
the best value for the company. They 
can also leverage insight to manage  
supplier negotiations in real-time 
with live negotiation monitor and 
embedded analytics. 

Insight also improves employee 
productivity and  satisfaction by 
enabling faster self-service buying 
decisions through easy product 
comparisons that translate into 
contracted savings.
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Collaborative
Procurement professionals need to collaborate extensively throughout the source-to-pay cycle. 
Telephone and emails inhibit productivity because people  miss calls and can spend hours searching 
emails for important documents that need to be discussed and resolved. In-context social collaboration 
helps procurement professionals work more effectively with employees and suppliers and  increase their 
productivity.

Modern procurement applications improve 
collaboration on several dimensions. Using 
social collaboration, a conversational 
stream embedded in transaction screens 
helps increase cross-functional team 
communications and information sharing. It 
enables them to partner across departments
to define requirements, negotiate contract 
terms and achieve faster execution. In 
addition to social collaboration, powerful 
workflow capabilities built into the 
applications help them collaborate with 
suppliers through online portals to streamline 
information sharing, receive RFP responses, 
and transmit purchase orders, invoices and 
payments between parties faster and more 
accurately.
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88% of top performing procurement 
organizations say collaborating across the 
business is a key investment priority.                                                                     

                 -  The Hackett Group
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Ultra-Efficient
Automation, collaboration and workflow are key capabilities that enable people to work more 
effectively together and improve productivity.  However to be most effective, modern procurement 
solutions need to be efficient. One of the greatest drivers of efficiency is the user experience. It 
must be intuitive and easy-to-use to ensure higher user adoption and productivity.

Modern procurement applications 
feature consumer-like user experiences 
that  make it easy for casual-users 
to adopt. You need to make sure the 
hard work of selecting suppliers and 
negotiating better prices translates into  
procurement savings. Intuitive user 
experiences ensures more compliant 
buying and greater cost savings. 
They also help reduce administrative 
work by making it easier for users to 
find what they need and complete 
their work faster. Easy navigation 
and embedded analytics help users 
prioritize actions and reduce cycle 
times. 
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maintain credibility and optimize operations 
and performance over the long term.                                                                     

               -  Ardent Partners
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In-Control and Compliant
Procurement professionals deliver value by controlling spend, keeping costs down and helping the 
business achieve higher margins. It starts with supplier contracts that codify negotiated terms, then 
propagate them across policies, and buying controls that to translate negotiated savings into actual 
savings.

Modern procurement systems 
simplify contract creation 
through guided document 
authoring and contract 
templates. Deviation reports 
decrease workload, increase 
savings, and reduce risk. They 
help streamline the entire 
process and translate them into 
policies that enforce compliant 
buying behavior, approvals, and 
process audits with robust audit 
trails.

Reduce off-contract spend and 
contract leakage through tools 
that enforce buying through 
approved suppliers and ensure 
compliance with contract terms.
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So what is Oracle doing to help our customers achieve procurement excellence? We’re delivering 
modern procurement solutions in the Oracle ERP Cloud that have been developed from the 
ground up to be socially enabled, mobile, with embedded analytics and an engaging consumer-
like user experience as a one-stop shop to manage all of an organization’s source-to-pay needs.

Given the continual effort to reduce costs, procurement must play a more influential and active 
role in the business. This should be a primary focus area for any procurement transformation 
program.

We’re making sure that our customers 
have the right technology to modernize 
their procurement operations by 
delivering more streamlined processes 
and reduced spend in the Cloud. Oracle 
customers have continual access to 
innovation as upgrades are included as 
part of the service. The days of getting 
stranded on an old version are over.
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Modern procurement manages the source-
to-pay process from the perspective of  
procurement professionals, employees 
who buy goods and services and the 
companies who supply them. This approach 
delivers measurable value through enabling  
technologies, increases influence over 
spend and procurement practices, increases 
user engagement through more effective 
collaboration and simplifies, standardizes 
and automates routine transactions.

The Oracle ERP Cloud is strategic, insightful 
collaborative, ultra-efficient, and in-control 
and compliant. It is these ingredients
that help our customers deliver the 
outstanding user experiences and business 
results their companies  demand.

• Oracle Procurement

• Oracle Cloud Documentation

• Oracle Applications Customer Connect 

 1-800-633-0738

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

https://cloud.oracle.com/project_portfolio_management
http://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/
http://ora-fusion-apps.custhelp.com/app/utils/login_form/
https://cloud.oracle.com/procurement
http://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/ 
http://appsconnect.oracle.com/
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